
Tear yourself free 
from the burden of time consuming manual delegations

Transforming Governance



Manual delegations causing 
mountains of paperwork 

with risk of errors

Manual changes to lengthy 
Word docs leaving room for 

human error.

Regular title changes frustrating  
and time consuming 

Regular title changes for new 
staff, internal movements or new 

responsibilities make updates difficult.

Legislative updates slow 
and complex

Multiple manual updates to delegation 
instruments taking valuable days,  

even weeks to complete.

Delegations information inaccessible

Delegations information in single 
document difficult to access by 

multiple stakeholders.

Identifying provisions by 
position almost impossible

Printing a simple report with 
delegation provisions by position 

seems impossible.

Unable to compare changes 
over time 

No easy way to compare changes 
to delegations between updates.

DO YOU FACE THESE CHALLENGES? 

RelianSys® is Australia’s leading provider of proven governance solutions.

We compile the information so you don’t have to. And put it into an easy 
to use Delegations program.

Transforming Governance

Ready for RelianSys® Delegations to make 
your job easier?
Call now and arrange your personal guided 20 minute tour 
of RelianSys® Delegations – Australia’s leading solution.

Contact RelianSys®

T: 1300 793 905 
E: contact@RelianSys.com.au



glue flap

Streamlining and simplifying your process 
Taking your various manual delegation instruments and transforming them into one 

central streamlined solution.

Saving you huge amounts of time 
Removing the burden of tasks that take you days or even weeks to perform, managing delegations 

now takes minutes – providing more time for your higher priorities. 

Integrating legislative changes into internal content 
Replace hours of manual copy and paste with a unique and powerful solution, integrating subscription-

based legislative content with an automated approval process.

Giving you the great functionality you’ve always wanted  
Providing the ability to automatically organise and report on provisions by position, as well as easily 

compare delegations over time, with in-built track changes and version control.

Enabling access anywhere anytime  
Being securely cloud-based, Delegations can be accessed by multiple 

people, from anywhere, at anytime, on any device.

Enabling you to be a more efficient manager 
Simple and easy to setup and use, you’ll be working more 

efficiently in no time at all.

RelianSys® Delegations software will transform 
the way you manage delegations by…



Call 1300 793 905 or visit reliansys.com.au
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